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Supplementary data
Expand and enrich your publications online

Finding new ways to add value to your publications is an important part of the publishing
program. You need to provide your subscribers with relevant content that is easily accessible
and delivered in a timely manner. 

Whether you want to publish the proceedings of a recent meeting or add relevant case 
studies, the ingentaconnect Supplementary Data service allows you to upload any number of 
information files alongside relevant titles, issues or articles on your ingentaconnect publication
homepage, making them available as part of an online subscription or on a pay-per-view basis. 

Our user-friendly online tools allow you to control the process. You decide what content you
make available and when to add and remove it and   Publishing Technology ensures that it is
delivered in a secure environment.

Features

A user-friendly access-controlled interface for uploading items, ensure that your content is 
secure.

Tools to add a limitless number of items at title, issue and article level, enhancing the value of
your content at all levels and providing your users with the most relevant material available
quickly and easily.

Means to make supplementary data available free for subscribers or article purchasers, 
helping to provide value for money and enhance the reputation of your publications and brand.

Opportunity to add supplementary data to Fast Track articles, providing even more value to
your content by making it available ahead of print publication.

Ability to enter metadata during the uploading process, indicating the relevance ofthe data
item to the original title, issue or article.

search. browse. discover.
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How does it work?

Supplementary data items are linked to from the journal, volume or article to
which they have been uploaded. The user follows the link to the menu of
available supplementary data items. Items are displayed in data order with the
most recently-loaded item at the top of the list. 

The user chooses an item to view. All users can view the summary that you
have entered for the item in question. Access to the file itself is enabled
according to your specification, for example, only available to current
subscribers.

How do I load supplementary data?

Browse on ingentaconnect to the journal, volume or article to which you would
like to upload some supplementary data.

Log in with your publisher administrator user name and password. Follow the
“Add or edit supplementary data items” link.

Fill in a simple web form. You need only complete basic details, including your
job number, item title and the location of the PDF to be uploaded. You can also
enter a description of the item, keywords and authors if you choose. When you
have entered as much information as you have, simply submit the form and
upload the article.

Harness the power of the DOI. If you are a CrossRef publisher, enter a DOI
during upload and we will submit the item to CrossRef for you, enabling it to be
cited and linked to alongside your primary journal content.

How do I get started?
Ask your client manager about signing up for the Supplementary Data service.                                          

ingentaconnect Benefits
n 255 publishers across all disciplines

n 13,500 electronic publications

n 25,000 library customers worldwide

n 1 million end users in over 170 countries

n Over 10 million page views each month

n Unique relationships with all major agents

n W3C AA accessibility compliant

n OpenURL and COUNTER compliant


